
 
 

REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L. 

PRIVACY POLICY 

REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L. has designed a privacy policy, establishing the necessary means and procedures to carry it out. 

In accordance with the Organic Law on the Protection of Personal Data (LO 15/1999 of the 13th December), personal data is 

understood as “any information concerning identified or identifiable individuals”. 

The only personal data to which REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L will have access to will be the data that the user provides 

voluntarily. In this sense, it is necessary that the user knows that for signing up and for the registration in some products (services 

offered through the Web), personal data will be requested. In those cases and with respect to the data in which it has been 

expressly indicated to the user/client, if they do not provide it, they will not be able to access or use the aforementioned services 

and contents. As an example, you can be asked for identification, solvency -when it is required by the nature of the operation- and 

any others that, as the case may be, are legally required or necessary to provide the information requested or to provide a service.  

The voluntary data is collected by REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES S.L. with the purpose indicated in the Data Protection clause that 

is set forth below. The privacy policies of each of the subsidiary companies of REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L that they collect 

in the corresponding Legal Notices in their own websites. 

In compliance with current regulations, REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES S.L. has adopted the necessary technical and organizational 

measurements to maintain the level of security required when processing personal data. It is also equipped with the precise 

mechanisms at its disposal to prevent unauthorized access, thefts, illicit modifications and the loss of data by any means possible. 

However, if you publish personal information online that is accessible to the public, it is possible that you receive unsolicited 

messages from other people that your data, is therefore, known by third parties.  

For all the above, it is recommended the utmost diligence in this matter and the use of all the security tools available to you, not 

making REIMPAR GEONSTALACIONES S.L responsible for the subtractions, modifications or loss of illicit data.  

The user has recognized by law the rights of access, rectifications, cancellation and opposition, where appropriate, regarding their 

personal data, and they can exercise these rights in writing to the address listed in the Data Protection Clause that is shown later. 

In addition, they can revoke at any time the authorization that you have granted for the use or transfer of your data, without 

prejudice to the right of REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L to resolve the contract or operation in question, when said data is 

essential for its final goal. You can also modify the data that you have provided to REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L through the 

web sites, in the manner indicated therein.  

DATA PROTECTION CLAUSE 

The user, in the case of being a physical person, is informed that their personal data, to which REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L 

has access to as a result of consultations, transactions, operations, contract requests, producer contracting and services that may 

take place by any means, or computer processes with respect to data already registered, will be  incorporated into the 

corresponding file of REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L. authorizing the latter to treat them for the use in relation to the 

development of the operation or services agreed, the development of commercial actions, whether of a general nature or adapted 

to their personal features, for the offer and contracting with the user of the services and products of REIMPAR 

GEOINSTALACIONES itself, enduring its authorisation, in relation to this last case, even after its relationship with REIMPAR 

GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L as long as it is not revoked. Likewise, the user authorises the communication or transfer of the 

aforementioned data to the companies belonging to REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES S.L with the same objective. Likewise, the user 

remains informed that said assignment will take place at the moment in which the user provides his data to the Companies whose 

social denominations and main activity are indicated below. In the case of subsequent assignments in favour of other Group 

Companies, REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L will communicate such assignments to the user in the usual way used to inform 

you, where appropriate, of the products you have contracted with REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES S.L.. The data that the user can 

provide to REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES S.L relative to its products in other entities or to possible future financial needs will also 

be incorporated into REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES S.L´s file, authorizing the user thereof to its processing so that REIMPAR 

GEOINSTALACIONES can offer their products or services.  The user will remain informed of their right of opposition, access, 

rectification and cancellation, regarding their personal data in the terms provided in the Law, being able to exercise this right in 

writing through a letter addressed to the Claims Service and Customer Services, CTRA SE5202 , KM 3,2 41610 –PARADAS (SEVILLA), 

the file manager is REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES S.L , on the address indicated above to all effects. 

Below the user can know of the companies of REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L. to which the transfer of personal data is made, 

as well as the activity that each of the companies develops: 

 REIMPAR (Waterproofing and installation of reservoirs, landfills and mine geocomposites) 

 FLEXICISTERNAS (Manufacture of flexible bladder tanks)  

Notwithstanding the aforementioned and the provisions contained in the previous paragraph, the user may express his refusal to 

communicate his data and the treatment of these for purposes other than those related with the maintenance, development or 

control of the contractual relationship, including that the user´s personal data may be cessed to REIMPAR GEOINSTALACIONES 

companies or their data may be used for the offer and contracting of other products and services of REIMPAR 

GEOINSTALACIONES, S.L.   

  


